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Introduction
Advanced long fibre reinforced composite materials seem to be more promising than the monolithic ones in achieving a damage-bearing stress-strain behaviour, even in the high-temperature range.
In fibre-reinforced ceramics and glasses the following micromechanisms act as energy-dissipative processes: fibre debonding and pull-out, crack bridging and multiple crack formation 111. It is evident that these mechanisms are controlled by the special properties of the interface between fibre and matrix. In many cases, this interface is a complex layered transition region which can be formed during the processing of the composite as a result of thermo-chemical transport reactions, or which is due to a fibre coating during processing. These complex interfaces will be optimum with respect to debonding and pull-out processes implying the desired The paper presents examples of characteristic interface phenomena revealed by TVEM, HREM and AEM, which were selected from studies of the systems Nicalon fibres in Duran glass, AVCO-fibres in Supremax glass, and Tyranno-, Nicalon-and carbon fibres in different SiC-matrices 121. With respect to the microchemistry, both HREM and EDXSIEELS in the nanoprobe mode showed the interface region in most of these composites mainly consisting of (i) carbon layers of various degrees of graphitization andlor orientation, (ii) glassy regions, or (iii) a mixture of both with their composition strongly depending on the processing parameters. Finally, for special layered graphite structures, direct relations will be demonstrated between the structure and the mechanical function of interfaces . thermal degradation during the coating process. The lower part of the interlayer system exactly follows the rough and bulgy surface structure being characteristic of the T-800 carbon fibre. On the other hand, near the matrix the interlayer has smoothed the rough surface of the fibre. Because of the geometry of the fibre surface affecting the pull-out length, this effect, which enhances with the interlayer thickness, may improve the materials toughness. Furthermore, Fig. 1 showes a debonding crack between two interface regions of different morphology, e.g. showing different degrees of graphitization as a function of the parameters of the coating process. Fig.2 presents a high-resolution image of a similar complex situation in the same system: On the left, the turbostratic graphite lamellae run more parallel on approaching the surface of the T-800 fibre. Interrupted by the beginning of a debonding crack a very regularly ordered graphite band has formed parallel to the interface as a first coating layer. Followed by a mesomorphic transition region and a second amorphous carbon layer there are the first Sic crystals of the matrix on the right. This kind of an interface structure may explain the debonding between individual interlayers as shown in Fig. 1 . The formation of a very thin and simply structured interface is shown in Fig. 3 : A suitable process route may reveal interface layers of only 10 nm in thickness in a Tyranno fibre1SiC-matrix composite. Graphite planes parallel to the fibre surface had formed. 
Microstructure of interfaces

Chemistry of intetfaces
The formation of carbon and silicon rich interlayers by chemical reactions is being discussed for Nicalon in Duran glass: During hot pressing the Gibbs free energy decreases by the oxidation of the Sic-grains of the outer fibre regions, thermodynamically favouring the generation of silicon oxide and carbon by the oxidation reaction of Sic + 0 2 => SiO2 + C 131. This reaction is mainly controlled by the gradient of SiO2 activities between fibre and matrix. The Si02 activity of the glass matrix is determined by its basicity, thus controlling the reaction kinetics. In Fig. 4 , the resulting interface layer of a specimen hot pressed for 4 hours at 1250% is shown to consist of two regions strongly differing in their microstructure: Neighbouring to the matrix (right) a parallel-oriented ribbon of graphite atomic planes has formed having a mean thickness of 8 -10 nm. Another layer of 80 nm in thickness of turbostratic graphite lamellae extends up to the fibre surface. Fig. 5 presents a corresponding EDXS line profile confirming that both layers are made up of carbon. Both the silicon and oxygen contents seem to be high inside the thin graphite layer. This suggests that the regularly arranged graphite interlayer may act as a barrier to the diffusion of the silicon oxide from the reaction region to the glass matrix as diffusion processes in the strongly anisotropic graphite lattice are favoured only along the weakly bonded hexagonal basic planes 141.
EDX line profiles across the interface of a Nicalon fibre reinforced Duran glass If the processing time is decreased to 5 minutes only the cellular part of the interlayer is formed. The corresponding EDXS profiles in Fig. 6 demonstrate that this layer consists of nearly pure carbon indicated by the box-like carbon signal and the complementary behaviour of silicon and oxygen. As the parallel-oriented graphite ribbon is missing here, along the cellular interlayer structure SiO2 may diffuse into the glass matrix. The formation of cellular graphite interlayers by fibre degradation as described above also agrees with HREM observations: Corresponding to the composition and structure of Nicalon fibres the lattice plane image of a degraded fibre in Fig. 7 reveals SiC-crystallites partly separated by graphite lamellae. The mean diameter of the crystallites is approximately the same as that of the graphite cells in the reaction layer (cf. Fig. 4) . Consequently, fibre degradation can be regarded as a first step in the development of the interlayer structure by the oxidation of the Sic fibre. 
Function of interfaces
Besides the thermomechanical and chemical accommodation of interfaces in advanced composite materials mentioned in chapter 2, their most important functions are the protection against oxidation in the high-temperature range and to enable an appropriate mechanical gliding behaviour. Here, we will only deal with the latter one: If the bonding across the interface is too strong a matrix crack may cause a brittle failure of the material. Very weak interactions, however, prevent the load transfer from the fibre to the matrix, with only a small part of energy being dissipated during the pull-out process. Another problem associated is the difficulty of simultaneously optimizing the strength o c and the toughness Kc. Following the relations given in I51 these quantities contrarily depend on the important interface parameters 70 (debonding strength) and 7s (frictional shear strength). For the system Nicalon fibre1Duran glass this behaviour is illustrated in Fig. 8 with the two oc-curves representing different fracture surface energies of the matrix. A compromise between strength and toughness seems to be possible for mean values of the interface parameters, provided there is a suitable microstructural interface mechanism, which controls the parameters 70 and 7s.
Similar to Nicalon fibre reinforced Duran glass (cf. Fig. 4 ) there were parallel-oriented graphite bands on the fibre side of the interface region in the system Tyranno fibre1SiC-matrix (Fig. 9) . We assume that the extension of this regular graphite layer can be used as an essential interface parameter governing the shear moduli TO and 7s mentioned above. Because of the very small binding force between the basic planes in graphite (van der Waals type) the wrapping up of the fibres with these Fig.9 : Parallel-aligned graphite lamellae Fig. 10 : Crack propagation between a near a carbon fibre (left)
Tyranno fibre and the Sic-matrix planes can effect a quasi-laminar pull-out thus acting as a solid lubricant. Moreover, the interface coefficients can be changed by a controlled generation of the graphite bands. This should be possible as the microstructure of pyrolytic carbon can be varied over a wide range by controlling the parameters of the deposition process 161. The action of the described effect of the graphite bands is demonstrated in Fig.10 : If the macrocrack meets the fibrelmatrix interface the fibre surface seperates from the carbon layer. This is the very location of the graphite structure parallel-aligned and weakly bonded shown, in Fig. 9 .
